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Management is a relatively new discipline and the management ot arts and
culture an even more recent offshoot. The non-profit status ot many arts
and cultura1 organizations not only means that they must be managed in a
particular way, it also imposes a specific set ot protessional requirements
on the manager and the board ot directors. In this chapter, we wi11examine
these two aspects ot cultural management. But let us begin with some back-
ground intormation.
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The discipline of management
Management is a new discipline compared with age-old sciences such as
physics, geometry and philosophy. The phenomena associated with organ-
izational management were not examined in any systematic way unti1 the
very end of the nineteenth century, and the fust treatises on this topic were
not published until the ear1y twentieth century, with Taylor contributing

, one of the seminal texts in 1911.The establishment ot the general discipline
of management eventually led to the emergence ot other disciplines such
as financial management, operational management and human resources
management, which in tum gave rise to various subdisciplines. As they have
developed, these various management disciplines have borrowed theories,
concepts and 'knowledge from other fields, inc1uding economics, psychol-
ogy, sociology, anthropology, mathematics and, more recently, information
technology.

ln the early 1960s, interest in the study of management increased signifi-
cantly among both researchers and students. The number ot academics
in the field grew, as did the number of scientific publications. The body
of management knowledge expanded considerably and was applied in an
increasingly broad range of sectors. Researchers thus began to publish
studies on the management of particular types ot entities such as non-
profit organizations, providers of financial services, hospitals and, in the
early 1970s, arts and cultural organizations.

That being said, arts and cultural management is hampered by a twofold
legitimacy problem. On the one hand, it is viewed with suspicion by the arts
world, and, on the other, it is often taken less than seriously by manage-
ment scholars. To counter this indifference, particular1y among the scien-
tific community, it is possible to adopt a proactive attitude, by highlighting
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the eontributions of arts and eultural management in general (Évrard and
Colbert, 2000).

\ ~ c ( .f~tA) Specific characteristics of the arts sector
a \ !) t' \. (\'-. t: In the arts world, diseontinuous modes of produetion are the normo Sinee

\(. ) ,,\ ,(. many arts aetivitiesassumethe form of individualprojeets (a show,a film),
~ r I the organizations that produee them must be extraordinarily flexible. The.~ ') 1 ...

. task at hand is to manage, not eontinuous flow produetion, but rather the
sequential produetion of new produets. In faet, this eontinuing effort to
market prototypes is one of the distinguishing features of the arts seetor "

(Colbert et a/., 2001).
These diseontinuous produetion modes also affeet the management of

human resourees. The use of free1anee workers requires a partieular kind
of human resourees management. A small staff Qf permanent employees is
responsible for the basic eontinuity of the organization, whi1e its ereative
resourees remain outside the organizational framework. This work strue-
ture has led to the emergenee of eharismatie leaders with highly personal
motivational styles.

Another distinetive feature of arts produetion also affeets human re-
~ \' A :: soureesmanagement. lndeed, the mode of projeet-basedereation has made L

,-:({'ualmanagement possible, with artistie and administrative direetors sharing
tasks. Sinee these two administrators generally have the same status within
an organization, potential eonfliets are resolved by the board of direetors.
Though not univ~~sal, this form of organizational strueture has beeome
quite widespread in the arts and eultural mi1ieu.

The manner in whieh arts organizations operate is remarkably eonsistent
'with Mintzberg's theory about the way organizations are struetured. The
organization is managed by a strategie apex eomprising the board of diree-
tors, the artistie direetor and the administrative direetor. This strategie apex
defines the mission of the organization and oversees its development. In
the ease of a theatre eompany, for example, eaeh individual produetion is
entrusted to a direetor, who assumes sole responsibi1ity onee the reins are
handed over. From this point on, the strategie apex does not intervene in
the produetion proeess. The sueeess of the organizati6n thus rests entirely
on the shoulders of an extemal party. Funetions sueh as marketing, human
resourees and aeeounting play only supporting roles and are dependent on
artistie deeisions. And the sueeess of the organization is by no means eer-
tain, beeause when it eomes to artistie endeavours the unknown is the rule
and sueeess almost entirely unpredietable.

Lastly, two eharaeteristies of arts produets eomplieate the task of ae-
eounting or finaneial analysis, name1y,the immateriality of the pro duet and
its heritage value. A work of art is by definition an immaterial pro duet ...
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I whose value depends on the evolution of public tastes (heritage value).
These characteristics make it more difficult to determine the value of organ-
izational assets (rights portfolio, market value of assets and so on).

These characteristics are not necessarily common to a11cultural organ-
izations. In fact, it is appropriate to distinguish between organizations
based on individual sectors. Genera11y speaking, cultural organizations
belong to one of three major sectors: the arts, cultural industries and the
media. The defining characteristic of organizations in the arts sector is the
production of prototypes, whi1ecultural industries market reproductions
of prototypes and the media rely on powerful tools that make it possible to
deliver cultural products directly to consumers. Each of these sectors has a
distinct logic, but a11three offer products with a high degree of creative
content. However, while most companies in the arts sector are product-
rather than market-oriented, the reverse is trne for cultural industries and
the media. In fact, one of the defining characteristics of the arts sector is
that artistic vision takes precedence over market considerations. Rather
than selling a product that satisfies the needs and desires of consumers,
these organizations offer an artistic vision likely to be of interest to a certain
audience. In practice, the job of the marketing staff is to identify a market
segment interested in the product being offered, not to provide consumers
with what they want to see.
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The boardof directors:a fundamentalentity
Non-profit arts and he~jtage organizations are not managed in the same
way as for-profit organizations in other sectors, for the simple reason that
their social missions are different; and the role of the board of directors
must of course reflect these different management styles. Since cultural
organizations do not modify their products to please consumers, they obvi-
ously incur greater risks. It is to a110wthese custodians of heritage and crea-
tors of culture to fu1fi1their missions that governments provide them w!th
funding. This money, which comes directly out of the pockets of taxpay-
ers, is meant to serve the greater good and to a110wthe entire population to
benefit from past and present inte11ectual advances. This unique mandate
of cultural organizations, along with their product orientation, means that
a suitable set of criteria must be used to assess their performance. The
success of such organizations cannot be measured in the same way as
that of companies seeking to maximize profits. Concepts such as profit,
per-share profit and market share have no relevance for a non-profit organ-
ization with a social and educational mission. Rather, the appropriate per-
formance-measurement criteria must be centred on the achievement of the

organizational mission.
The roles and functions of the board of directors thus extend we11
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beyond financial considerations. Since a cultural organization is an institu-
tion with a social and educational mission and is financially supported by
society as a whole, the primary responsibility of the board of directors is
to ensure that this mission is fulfilled. As a non-profit organization, it has
no actual shareholders to hold it accountable. However, the society that
provides the organization with funding can be regarded as its principal
shareholder. The board of directors is thus responsible for safeguarding the
organizational mission on behalf of this collective shareholder.

The most important decision that the board has to make is the selection
of the executive director, or the artistic and administrative directors, of the
institution, after which it is responsible for assessing the performance of the
individual or individuals chosen. Safeguarding the organizational mission,
and choosing and evaluating the performance of the director - these are the
key tasks of the board of directors of an institution resolutely focused on
its product rather than the market.

So how does the board of directors fulfil its role? By selecting new board
members very carefully and by equipping itself with strict rules of govern-
ance. The application of these rules is very much at odds with the unfortu-
nat,ely widespread notion that the role of a board member ot a cultural
organization can be summed up by the phrase 'give, get or get out'. Organ-
izational governance can be de:tined as follows: the proces s and monitoring
structure employed by the management of an organization to ensure that
it can effectively fulfil its mission. Governance thus involves monitoring the
organizational mi~sion. Monitoring entails relations with management,
and relations entail rules of conduct and the c1eardefinition of roles. These
various elements must be c1early set forth in a govemance document.

Rules of govemance must be established in collaboration with the exec-
utive personnel of the organízation, because they are directly affected by

\. this process. Although the role of the board is to establish the organiza-
J' tional objectives and to assess the extent to which they are achieved, its

actions must be based on a strategic plan formulated in collaboration with
those responsible for managing the organization. This plan must outline
the short- and long-term objectives of the organization and the means by
which these objectives will be met, as well as the performance criteria. At
this stage, the role of the board members is to guide and advise manage-
ment with regard to the strategic planning proces s, and then approve the
resultant plan. Prom this point on, it must regularly review the assumptions
underlying the plan and ensure that appropriate corrective action is taken,
based on the results obtained. Of course, to ensure that relations between
the board and management are harmonious, it is essential that the board
allow management to manage the institution on a daily basis and not inter-
fere in day-to-day matters. The distinction between the respective roles of
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the board and management is a key and sensitive element of the govern-
ance document, and as such merits carefu1 consideration.

To be in a positionto assess compliance with the strategic plan, the board
must ensure that the main risks associated with the finances and physical
assets of the organization are identified and that the appropriate risk-
management systems are put in place. A non-profit cultural organization
does, of course, face financial risks, but the primary risks are associated
with its organizational mission; and these are the aspects of the organiza-
tion that new board members must ensure they thorougWy understand.

One of the key tasks of a board of directors is to select new members,
but it must also ensure that they receive the appropriate training. This task
is facilitated by the formation of a governance committee responsible for
advising the board with regard to all matters associated with governance
problems. This committee should be the mechanism of choice for assessing
the ski11sthat board members require and should also be responsible for
assessing the effectiveness of the board as a whole, inc1uding each of its
committees and the contribution of each director. It is important for the
organization to embrace the notion that even a board of directors can be
evaluated - just as volunteers can, and should, be subject to an evaluation
process.

To be able to fulfil its role effectively, the board must be made up of a
group of people who are capable of understanding the various aspects of
the operations of the institution. Not all board members can or should be
expected to have expertise in all these aspects at t~e same time - hence the
importance of having a well-rounded group of members. The organization
must be able to rely on a complementary and comprehensive set of ski11s,
as must non-profit organizations in other economic sectors. It is of course
important to find people who can assess the financial performance of the
organization and others who have sound knowledge of the target markets,
but what is most important is to ensure that there are people on the board
who can objective1yand effectivelyassess the extent to which the institution
is achieving the fundamental objectives associated with its mission. Lastly,
the board must inc1ude members who can ask the appropriate questions
and who wi11not settle for less-than-adequate responses.

ConcIusion
By virtue of their mission and product orientation, cultural organizations
are risky ventures. The risks they face have to do with both the quality of the
works presented and the balancing of budgets. The board of such an organ-
ization always operates amidst uncertainty and must account for its perfor-
mance to the shareholders, namely, the taxpayers who fund the organization
via the governments they e1ect.An effective board of directors and equally
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292 A handbook oj cultural economics

effective management are the markers by which such an organization must
gauge its success. A carefully considered governance structure, accepted and
monitored by áll concerned, wil1help the organization engaged in managing
prototypes and discontinuous operatiotis to fulfil its difficult and demanding
mlSSlon.

See also:
Chapter 43: Non-profit organizations; Chapter 47: Performance indicators.
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i 38 Marketing the arts

Franfois Colbert

Traditional marketing theory maintains that a eompany seeks to fulfi1an
existing need among eonsumers in order to be successful. In the traditional
model, the marketing eomponents of the model must be eonsidered a
sequenee that start s in the 'market. The market is thus both the starting
and the finishing point for this proeess.

Although the marketing model for eultural enterprises eontains the same
eomponents as the traditional marketing model, the marketing proeess for
produet-eentred eultural enterprises is different. As Figure 1 shows, the
proeess starts within the enterprise, in the produet itse1f, as stated in the
definition be1ow.The enterprise tries to deeide whieh part of the market is
likely to be interested in its pro duet. Onee potential eustomers are iden-
tified, the eompany wi11decide on the other three e1ements :- priee, plaee
and promotion - for this c1ientele. In trus type of eompany, the proeess
order would be eompany (produet)-information system-market-infor-
mation system-company-residual marketing mix-market. The starting

Company Information System Market

Promotionl @)

Mission Produet CD

Start @

Residual

Priee

Plaee

Figure 1 The marketing model for cultural enterprises
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point is the product and the destination is the market. This 'product-to-
c1ient approach is truly typical of the not-for-profit arts sector.

Therefore we can define cultural marketing as

the art of reachingthose market segmentslikelyto be interestedin the product
whileadjusting to the product the commercialvariables- price,place and pro-
motion - to put the product in contact with a sufficientnumber of consumers
and to reach the objectivesconsistentwiththe missionof the cultural enterprise.
(Colbert et a/., 2001)

Let us briefly examine the different components of this model.

The market

A market is a group of consumers expressing desires and needs for prod-
ucts, services or ideas. The notions of need and desire are the comerstone
of marketing and the key to any marketing strategy. Thus a consumer
expresses needs, and a cultural enterprise wi11seek out consumers with
needs like1yto be met by the works produced. These consumers could be
either individuals or other organizations.

A cultural company may serve four different markets: state, sponsor, dis-
tribution agents and, of course, the ultimate consumer. These are, in effect,
distinct markets responding to different motivations.

State
'State' is used here to denote the different levels of government, federal,
provincial and municipal, that support cultural enterprises in various ways.
The state plays a dominant role in the cultural sector in most industrialized
countries. Sometimes it acts as a consumer, or it may intervene to varying
degrees, in differentguises- from simplepartner to patron controlling the
entire cultural sector of a nation.

The level of state involvement is quite different depending on countries;
the two extremes may be exemplified by countries such as the USA, where
a small percentage of the companies' budgets in the arts is coming from the
different levels of govemment, whi1e in Europe, some countries, such as
France or Germany, wi11see their respective govemments represent as
much as 80 per cent of the total budget of symphonies or theatres.
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Sponsor
The sponsor's support may take two forms: contributions and sponsored
events or products. .Contributions may be made by individuals, foundations
or companies; however, sponsorships come mainly from companies. A con-
tribution is normally a phi1anthropic act, whereas sponsorship is a promo-
tional initiative in exchange for publicity or advertising. Sponsorships are
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given according to advertising benefits calculated in advance. The corpor-
ate sponsor then judges the performance of the investment in terms of visi-
bility, rapid response'awareness, and the vehic1e'sreach - that is, the number
of consumers receivingthe message. .

Donors, on the other hand, provide disinterested assistance based on
personal tastes and preferences. In the case of a foundation, its mission and
goals wi11determine the choice of a cause. Donors are rewarded by some
form of recognition, but this does not usualIy motivate their phi1anthropic
gesture.
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The distribution market

Although some companies selI their product directly to the ultimate consu-
mer, many must use the services of an agent or intermediary. The distribu-
tion market comprises these agents or intermediaries. In the performing
arts for instance, the presenter is a distribution agent. A touring company
uses a presenter to reach consumers in a specific city or region. There is a
distribution market in almost alI cultural sectors.
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The consumer market

Surveys focusing on the sociodemographic profi1eof consumers of cultur-
al products have been carried out in near1y every European country (both
East and West), as welI as in Canada, the United States, Australia and
Japan. These surveys have systematically, unequivocalIy and consistently
revealed a strong polarization among audiences and consumers. They
show, for example, that cultural products catering to high art attract edu-
cated consumers, while, conversely, those catering to popular culture draw
upon a less-educated population segment. Other sociodemographic vari-
ables are also linked to attendance; these inc1ude personal income (high in
the first case and low in the second) and the type of occupation (white-
collar workers in the first case and blue-colIar in the second). Moreover,
attendance rates at high-art performances is near1y identical across alI
industrialized countries, with some variations attributable to the specific
cultural heritage of given countries (for example, attendance is higher for
opera in Italy and for c1assicalmusic in Germany).

Audiences in the arts are mainly female (Gainer, 1993). In dance, for
example, one may count as much as 70 per cent of the spectators being
female; usually, halls for performing arts, or museums, are filled by 55 per
cent to 65 per cent females; in sports, it is the reverse: rougWy two-thirds of
the spectators are men. The reason for this phenomenon resides in the way
boys and gir1s are raised. Parental attitude (Gainer, 1997) has a major
impact on the preferences of chi1dren. Arts are high involvement products
and are perceived as a way of expressing one's emotions. Parents see boys
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as needing activities that wi1lpermit them to release their natural aggres-
sion, while theY,see that, by nature, gir1sare more passive and emotional.
These widely shared parental attitudes affect what activities adults wi1l
suggest to their children: playing the piano and taking ballet lessons for
gir1s,and playing sports for boys. These attitudes act then as social norms
and define roles and preferences of the future adults. This does not mean
that all parents are pushing this kind of stereotype. Actually, parental atti-
tude towards the arts is one of four elements that affect future consump-
tion of the arts, but it is the main factor as far as gender bias is concerned.
The three other documented elements that explain preference for the arts
are the attitude of the school system towards the arts, the fact that a child
wi1lbe exposed to live art or museums when they are young, and the prac-
tice of an art form as an amateur. These, with parental attitude, are the four
factors that can explain the future consumption of cultural products. How-
ever, the gender effect wi1lalways be present unless there is a major shift in
attitude by parents.

Tbe environment

A marketing strategy cannot be drawn up in a vacuum; there are many
external restrictions affecting the market and the firmoThe environment is
composed of two elements that constantly influence all organizations: com-
petition, over which the company has some control, and macroenviron-
mental variables, also known as 'uncontrollable variables'. There are five
main variables in -the macro-environment: demographic, cultural, econ-
omic, political-legal and technological; these variables are in constant evo-
lution and affect all firms in the'long term and, sometimes, even in the short
term.

Tbe marketing information system (MIS)
Marketing information systems rely on three key components: internal
data, secondary data published by private firms or government agencies,
and the data collected by the company itself. 'Internal data' means all infor-
mation available from within the firm itself. The firm's accounting system
actually provides more than financial analysis; it is a rich source of inter-
nal data for the marketing specialist. The term 'secondary data' is used
to describe data published by public-sector agencies, such as a Statistics
Bureau, Arts Councils or Ministries of Culture, and private-sector firms
that specialize in producing research reports.

If all the internal and secondary data do not provide the information
required in the decision-making process, it may be useful to gather primary
data. In other words, the consumer must be questioned directly. This is
commonly called a market study.
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